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NATURAL RESOURCES IN LATIN AI-I¿RICA; ASPECTS 
OF RESEARCH AW DEVELOPifflNT, IN ..ÍLLATION TO 

¿CONOÜIC PLANNIIÍG 

Introduction 

The role of natural resources in the economic development of Latin 
America and i ts implications for the planning process have constantly 
engaged the attention of economists both in the Secretariat of the 
Economic Commission for Latin America (ECLA) —̂  and in the Latin Amer-
ican Institute for Economic and Social Planning (INST), ^ 

"Development plans must be based on practical and viable possibi l -
i t ies ; they viill therefore gain in precision and scope from a 
more complete and thorough knovvledge of the resources of the 

3 / country concerned." 

There i s a shortage of the fac i l i t i es that can be mobilized in 
order to acquire a more complete and thorough knowledge of a given 
country's natural resources. Moreover, this aim must be more clearly 
defined in relation to the ultimate objective: economic development. 

Economic development planning techniques should include provision 
for the planning of research on natural resources, and this presupposes 
co-ordinated action on the part of professionals in three different f ie lds : 
economics, natural sciences and technology. 

The lack of such co-ordinated action has been largely due to the want 
of a clear definition of common objectives capable of inducing specialists 
in these three f ie lds to pool their e f forts . Economists, scientists and 
technical experts have to find a common language and keep up a constant 
exchange of views i f this aim is to be fu l f i l l ed . Consideration must 

1 / See Los recursos naturales en América Latina, su conocimiento actual 
e investigaciones en este campo (E/CN.12/670), 1963. 

2/ See Report of the Seminar on Natural Resources and National Planning 
(IMST), I962I 

3 / See Progresos en materia de planlficacidn en América Latina (E/CN, 
12/677), 19637 p. 35. 
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also be given to i t s implications in respect of three different systems: 
the national planning and decision system, whereby demand i s defined and 
decisions as to the use of economic resources are adopted; the executive 
system, whereby plans are translated into terms of concrete achievements! 
and the research system, which provides the groundwork of information 
needed for the operation of the other two. 

The scientists and technical experts have to express the findings 
of their research in terms of data that can be handled by the economists, 
and these, in their turn, have to brief the research workers on orders 
of priority within the main f ields of study, in order to ensure that the 
limited means available for research on natural resources and technology 
may be so applied as to produce maximum results in the shape of economic 
and social benefits. 

The present document represents a contribution to the elucidation 
of the problem and to the suggestion of possible lines of action, 

1, The concept of natural resources 

" Man's potential i s quite t err i f i c . 
You can't go back to the Neolithic. 
The cream is there for us to skim i t . 
Knowledge is power, and the sky's the limit. 
Every mouth has hands to feed i t . 
Food i s found when people need i t . 
All we need i s found in granite.. 
Once we have the men to plan i t . 
Yeast and algae give us meat. 
Soil is almost obsolete, 
Man can grow to pastures greener 
Ti l l a l l the earth is Pasadena. 

• Jyforal: 

Man's a nuisance, Man's a crackpot. 
But only Man can hit the jackpot, " 

• • ' Kenneth Boulding^ 
In primitive societies, production depends mainly upon human and 

natural resources,., and increases at the same natural growth rate, as the 
populaticn. The combination of a low level of technology with a limited 

i J in Man's Role in Changing the Face of E^rth, University of Chicago 
Press, 1956 

/supply of natural 
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supply of natural resources results in diminishing returnse In modem 
societies, hoviever, the general picture has changed considerablyj in 
the ccnteiaporarj'- economyj the process i s r.uch more complexj in so i'ar 
as the inconmen sur able factor represented by culture (in the anthropol-
ogical sense of the term) has metamorphosed scales of values and production 
functions. Technology has paved the vray for capital goods and manufactured 
products to take the place of manpower and likewise of some natural 
resources. The accumulation of capital goods, and the more ef f ic ient 
utilization of these and of other industrial products, have broadened 
development horizons. Until a short time ago, energy threatened to 
become a factor which would set absolute limits to the progress of human 
society. This threat has been virtually dissipated by the prospects 
which nuclear research has opened up. Once a l l the energy that mankind 
can use is available at economically satisfactory costs, every physical 
barrier to development will h&ve been demolished» 

Given plentiful supplies of low-cost energy, substitutes can be 
provided for any natural resource of which there is a shortage. Sea-
water can be converted into potable water by the use of power in the 
distilling process; hjrdroponics and art i f i c ia l light enable crops to be 
grovjn in skyscrapers. The technical know-how that man already possesses 
has shown such expedients to be viable. 

Hence i t is clear that as economic and cultural development progresses 
the relative importance of natural resources declines. 

However, the conditions in which the conquests of science and technol-
ogy can be turned to account on an increasing scale are not uniformly 
distributed throughout the ^vorld. This heterogeneity of background hats 
further aggravated the existing disparities, not only between the developed 
and the developing countries, but also within the less developed countries 
themselves. 

In Latin America, one—half of the populetion s t i l l l ives at the most 
primitive of cultural levels, in a pretechnological subsistence economy 

/where belief 
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where belief in magic has not yet di.ed out, while cybernetics are taught 
in the region's universities, in . i ts institutes the physicists arc dis - . -
covering new components of the atom, and i ts industry is introducing ; 
automation. ' 

In formulating development plans, economists must maice due alloTá/ance 
for this characteristic heterogeneity of the substratum on which they have 
to base their work, and for i t s implications as regards the e^qploitation 
of natural resources. 

In some respects, the planner should adopt much the same approach to 
natural as to human resources: or, more explicitly, to human resources at 
the starting-point of the economic cycle, when they are viewed from the 
angle of production, i . e . , as. manpower, not at the close of the cycle, 
when they are regarded as consumer potential. 

Human and natural resources alike are primary factors of production, 
playing a part in a l l sectors of the.economy, and for the purposes of 
planning their use, censuses, surveys and a whole range of statistical 
studies must be carried out in order to evaluate their potential in 
both quantitative and qualitative terms. 

At this point a query arises: while human resources increase, wil l 
natural resources remain stationary? In order to reply to this question, 
a distinction must be drawn betvjeen nature and natural resources. Nature 
as a whole can be considered comparatively stable i f the yardstick adopted 
is a time-scale related to the l i f e of man. ¥nen that part of nature 
which can be incorporated into the econon^ is envisaged as a natural 
resource, the factors determining i t s incorporation - khowledge of 
resources and means of using them - may grow as, time goes by, and their 
growth, for economic purposes, is equivalent to an increase in the 
resources themselves. 

In view of the complexity of natural resources and of the production 
functions in which they play a part, and considering, moreover, how l i t t l e 
is known of them on the whole, i t i s almost platitudinous to state that a 

/proper plan cannot 
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proper plan cannot be drawn up unless a complete inventory cf natural 
resources i s availablec. 

"A coEiplete inventory of natural resources" i s a somevrhat equivocal 
expression, since the entire content of nature cannot possibly be l isted. 
Part of i t can be measured and part can be described. The range of detail 
included in measurements and descriptions alike can be extended virtually 
ad infinitum. 

In order to obtain information on natural resources, i t is necessary 
to invest other resources of lihich there is a shortage, such as skilled 
personnel, equipment and laboratories. The minimum amoiint of qualitative 
and quantitative data that >0.11 suff jce for the attainnent of the desired 
ends must therefore be established in advance. In other wards, research 
on natural resources must be planned in such a iray as to avoid squandering 
other resources on activities whose results wil l serve no practical 
purpo se„ 

1.1. The integrated concept of nat-ural resources 

XTien a natural resource i s to be incorporated into the econony, 
consideration must be given to i ts location and consequently to i t s 
spatial relationship with other resources, together with all the 
implications involved. 

A given resource cannot be developed \iithout prior study of others 
that are closely associated with i t , or whose characteristics and inter-
relationships must be kno>m before the f i r s t can be exploited. In 
planning the development of a mineral deposit, the aspects that must be 
considered include not onlj'' the physical and chemical characteristics of 
the mineral in question, the situation of the deposit in relation to 
relief and its overload ( so i l , water, forest) , but also the additional 
knowledge of natural resources that must be brought into service in order 
to open up the approach roads by which to-and-fro transport between the 

/industry and the 
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industry and the market can be effected; water and energy requirements 
for the project; and the resources that wil l have to be mobilized to 
provide adequate living conditions for workers on the development site» 

Thus a mining project must be based on-cartographical,' 
geomorphological, geological, hydrological, pedological and other surveys, 
i . e . , on an Integrated study of the resources existing, in the area to 
which the project relates. Obviously, i t i s the geological studies that 
wil l be of chief importance and will have to be the most thorough, since 
the mineral deposit i s the resource that gave rise to the project in the 
f i r s t place. . -

Natural resources must be considered from the standpoint of geography, 
and accordingly, the true natural resource i s the land i t s e l f , UTiat are 
generally regarded as resources, ~ water, so i l , forests, minerals, etc, -
must rather be taken to constitute "resource factors" which are the 
components of the true resource, i . e . , the land. This concept has been 
developed in practice by Australian scientists under the direction of 
C,S. Christian, of the Gouncil for Scientific and Industrial Research 
Organization (CSIRO), who has described i t in a recent work ^^ from 
v/hich the follOT-dng extracts are quoted: 

" Land must be considered as the whole vertical profile 
at a site on the land surface from the aerial environment 
down to the underlying geological horizons, and including 
the plant and animal populations, and past and present 
human activity associated with i t . " 

" The many features of this total profi le vary from site 
to site and their many combinátions and interactions 
result in a vast array of land types, each with i ts • 
own potential arid limitations for agriculture or 

• forestry, each presenting i t s own specific barriers 
to the achievement of maximum plant or animal production. 
Rarely does one feature alone determine productivity. 

5/ C.S. Christian and G.A. Steward, Methodology of Integrated Survéys, 
UNESCO, Paris, I964. 

/ I t is the 
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" I t i s the combination of a l l that is importantj and i f 
we are to understand land we must think of i t ±n terms 
of this complex rather thaa oi?-l/ of the individiutl 
components of i t " » 

" This complex constitutes the habitat at any site^ and 
i t i s the total complex which governs production possibi l -
i t i e s and limitations, defines the technical problems 
v/hich need to be solved by research, and determines 
what additional resources must be used to supplement 
the natural resources i f the optimum level of economic 
production i s to be achieved» 
I t i s this complex at each s i te , therefore, which i s 
the true resource rather than the individual resource 
factors that compose i t , and i t i s the variation in the 
complex from place to place rather than variation 3ji 
individual factors alone that gives different potentials 
for development"» 

This idea i s of great significance both from the standpoint of the 
development of resources and from that of their study and evaluationo 

The importance of the integrated concept of natural resources i s 
obvious when an area i s to be developed for the purposes of expanding 
economic activity. This expansion can be effected not only through 
the incorporation of ne'vv areas as yet undeveloped, but also by the more 
e f f i c ient util ization of areas already in use. In these cases, i t i s not 
a matter of exploiting a specif ic "resource factor" but of developing a l l 
the resources existing in the area, so that integrated knowledge of these 
becomes essential» 

The technique of integrated surveys of natural resources i s being 
developed intensively of late in a l l parts of the world, mainly as a 
result of the increasing use of aerial photography. I t i s diametrically 
opposed to the traditional teclinique of carrying out geological, botanical, 
hydrclogical and other studies in isolation. Apart from the fact that 
integrated studies represent economies of scale, they have the great 
advantage of enabling an area's potentialities to be better evaluated i n -
asmuch as knovj-ledge of the interaction of the various "resource factors" 
is simultaneously acquired, 

/"Natural resource 
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" Natural resource stocktaking and assessment are not 
just a mere identification, inventory, and mapping 
of individual resource factorrs wibh a once-'for-all 
determination of development possibi l i t ies . As 
information about individual resource factors in 
isolation is of l i t t l e value, and balanced information 
about a l l resource factors in each subdivision of the 
landscape is necessary, there i s need for teamwork 
involving a number of specialists, and integration of 
thought and ef fort at a l l stageso" ^ 

( chr i s t ian and Steward, 1964) 

Natural resources : supply and demand 

As a result of the progress, of science and technology, the long-
term significance of the expression "natural resources potential" 
has become merely relative. In the wr-iter's opinion, the supply of 
natural resources should be understood to mean those possibilities of 
developing them on economic lines that are opened up by surveys and 
research. Thus, over the very long term, the potential supply would be 
virtually limitless, although ef f ic ient exploitation would depend upon 
demand and upon the human resources and capital available® 

Economically speaking, the' progress made in surveying resources and 
in the technology whereby they can be incorporated into tl̂ e econonQr td-ll 
be tantamount to an increase in the supply of natural resources» 

Existing surveys of a country's natural resources, together with 
the corresponding technical know-how, constitute what might be called 
the "actual supply" of resources, in addition to which a "potential 
supply" must be considered, definable in terms of merely conjectural 
resources whose existence i s inferred from empirical indications, such 
as correlations with other" properly surveyed areas displaying features 
similar to those of the area in question. The fact that the level of 

^ Methodology of Integrated Surveys, op» c i t . 

/knowledge 
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knowledge obtainable in respect of an area or a particulai' "recourc^e 
factor'' may vary greatly, both in breadth and in depth, makos the 
concept of the ''autusl supp].y" of natural resourcss decidedly elastic . 
At a later stage in the discussion there wil l be an opportunity of 
elucidating this concept and i ts quantitative implications. 

The decision to develop a natural resource is generally motivated 
by supply, "There is a push for the sale of the idea, the project, the 
service, before demand is considered". ^^ This is largely due to a 
piecemeal approach on the part of those responsible for the basic ideas 
underlj'ing the project, and is a common occurence when the person con-
cerned is a specialist in a restricted f i e ld of research, such as, for 
example, a soil expert vho comes across an exceptionally fert i le area and 
sells the idea of a land settlement project without taking the other 
factors into account. 

Economists and planning experts are trying to modify this tendency 
in the direction of strengthening the influence of demand on decisions 
relating to the execution of projects. 

If the supply of natural resources i s p l e n t i f ^ , or, in other words, 
i f a given country has ma.de an over-all survey of i ts resources and 
possesses the tecl-inical know-how for their economic exploitation, the 
task of the planning expert v.dll be facil itated, since he will have a 
wide choice of possible investments from which to select those likely 
to maximize the social productivity of the limited capital available. 

This situation is found in the developed countries, where research 
on natural resources and technology has reached a very advanced stage, 
but in the developing countries a different state of affairs prevails. 
Broadly speaking, their knov,ledge of their ovm natural resources is 
unduly fragmentary, and while in. some of them the "potential supply" is 

7 / See Report of the Seminar on Natural Resources and National Planning, 
op. c i t . . Appendix C, p. 6 (statement by iir, Stephen Robock, Professor 
of International Business, University of Indiana), 

/substantial, as 
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substantial, as i s usually the case in countries with a lov/ population 
density, the "actual supply" i s very limited» 

In Latin Amexdca the development of natural resources has followed 
tvio different courses. . On the one hand there are the subsistence ewonoird.es 
which date back to the pre~Columbian period and s t i l l absorb approximately 
one-half of the population of the continent; and on the other, the outward-
directed market economies which started with the exploitation of metals» 
precious stones and forest products, undertaken by the colonizers thent-
selves on the basis of their own investment, and then went on to the 
cultivation of crops such as sugar, tobacco, and, at a later stage, coffee 

V 

and cacao, as well as to livestock production» 
The quest for metals and precious stones spread over practically the 

whole of the continent, and the expeditions were frequently accompanied 
by natui^alists and reporters who wrote a great deal about the "Nê í El 
Dorado", The high estimates of the "potential supply" of natural 
resources in some of the Latin American countries are due to these 
frequently exaggerated accounts. 

The location of the market economies in Latin America was determined 
by the presence of deposits of precious metals, by natural ease of accesSy 
by the availability of suitable points on the coast for loading and un-
loading operations, and only secondarily by the existence of areas 
appropriate for agriculture, which bepame a more important activity 
when Latin America developed into an exporter of agricultural raw 
materials, 

As up to the middle of the twentieth century the highest productivity 
in the Latin.American econony was registered in the export sector directly 
associated with natural resources, not much interest was f e l t in the 
promotion of studies outside the areas which were of immediate importance 
for export activities.- In some parts of the region, and in respect of 
certain "resource factors", a reasonably satisfactory body of information 
exists, while elsewhere, particularly in the areas where a subsistence 

/econony prevails, 
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economy prevails^ practically nothing is known of the natujral resources» 
The factors restricting ths "actual supply'' cf natural resourcfis in 

latin America create a d i f f i cu l t situftion for planning e:;qD2rts v/ho ha'-e 
perfected their set of instruments under the scientif ic and technical 
irifluence of the developed countries. Given a limited supply of capital, 
a limited supply of natural resources and a limited capacitjr to increase 
the "actual supply" by means of the traditional research system, the 
region must adopt a special strategjr of i ts ovm. 

In some of the Latin American co'mtries a more accurate tem to 
apply to the situation Eiight bs a "biased supply" of natural resourcesc 

The traditional research systems which constitute the mainspring of 
the "actual supply" of natural resources were buij.t up basically in order 
to satisfy external demand, and only recently are atteiipts being made in 
some couirbries to adapt the system to the new circumstances» 

In Bolivia, for example, vrhile geological research and cartographical 
surveys are reasonably advanced where mining is concerned (that being a 
sector directly linked to the external market), research on other resources 
is s t i l l at an embryonic stage. The same situation is observable in 
several countries. In Peru, the reserves of metal ores that have been 
identified and measured represent a volume about three times greater 
than the comtry's capacity to exploit them, while a start i s only just 
being made on soi l surveys in the Selva (or jungle area), whose develop-
ment is essential for Peru's economic growth» 

The Latin American coiantries' need to develop an internal market 
over and above their external market i s introducing radical changes in 
the structure of production, vrhich result in an intensification of 
demand for natural resources in whose case the "actual supply" is in -
sufficient. As the "actual supply" vjas produced by a system and in a 
structural framework which are not adapted to present conditions, i t can 
be described as "biased". 

/2 . Projects for 
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2» Pro.iects for the dfíveJ opm^nt of natural resources 
Development plans, i f their objectives are to be attainedj ffiUf:L bs 

translated into terius of projects, which, in the f i e ld of natural 
resources, may vary widely both in scope and in complexity. As was ' • 
previously pointed out, natural resources play a direct and indirect 
part in a l l sectors of the econoiiiy, but specific projects for the 
development of natural resources should be taken to comprise those 
directly relating to the physical basis of the economy and designed 
to meet a demand for goods or services, or to incorporate into the 
economy additional resources identified in the surveys, whose exploit-
ation may open up new development prospects through the expansion of 
demand. 

The whole evolution of a project, from the generation of i t s basic 
idea to the production phase depends upon the contribution made by 
professionals in various f ie lds , working in different institutions. 

The fields of action concerned, and their respective contributions 
to the project, are tabulated below. 

FIELDS OF ACTION IN TM DEVELOPI-jM̂ IT OF P:¿OJECTS 

Field of action Contribution to project 
Research Methodology; basic ideas for projects; 

solution of teclinological problems 

Surveys Field work to obtain basic data 

Engineering and economics Designing; evaluation of technical and 2nicro~economic ^ feasibi l ity 

Economic planning • . Definition of demand; evaluation of macro-
economic feasibility'; consistency with 

> economic development programro.es 

Policy Decisions as to priorities and allocation 
of resources for preinvestment phases and 
for the execution of the project 

Execution Implementation and operation of the project 

/The formulation 

IV 
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The formulation of projects for the development cf natural resources 
depends upon the existence of an "actual supply", which is represented by 
the inventorying and evaluation of resources, 

2,lo Inyentorying and evaluation of natural resources 
Research on natural resources is conducted in two different f i e lds . 

In one, the aim is to quantify, with progressive degrees of accuracy, 
inventories ^ of natural resources; in the other, the object i s to 
determine the interaction of natural "resource factors" among them-
selves and in combination with other resources possessed by the economy, 
with a view to their economic exploitation. The f i r s t constitutes the 
inventory resulting from surveys and research at the level of the 
natural sciences, and the second, technological research, 

2 . I d . Inventories of natural resources 
The term inventory i s applied to maps and/or tabulations shov̂ dng 

where natural resources occur and defining them in cjualitative and 
quantitative terms, xiith varying degrees of precision and on different 
scales. Inventories should be drawn up in accordance with the c lass i f -
ication systems (taxonomy) internationally accepted for the sciences 
concerned, so as to permit comparison between areas and "resource factors" 
and the establishment of correlations'at the world level . 

Inventories are presented in physical terms, and in their preparation 
the possibilities for economic exploitation of the resources listed are 
not a basic concern. They are permanent documents, such as topographical, 
climatic, geological, hydrological and pedological maps, or maps showing 

S/ The word "inventories" i s not used in the restricted sense of 
"exhaustible resources", but also with a dynamic meaning that 
includes flow resources and biological or renewable resources. 

/ f l ora and fauna. 
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f lora and fauna, but their permanence does not mean that they are static o 
They must be constantly evolvingj maps should be drawn on increasiiigl-j 
large scales, stat ist ical tabulations and data should be prepar^ed wj.th 
progressive degrees of precision, or the classif ication systems adopted 
should be modified, in accordance with development requirementso 

Inventories as such cannot be directly used by plannersi an evaluation 
of resources must come f i r s t » 

2 ,1,2, Evaluation of natural resources 
In order to convert the inventories, which are l i s t s of available 

natural resources, into data whereby their value in economic terms can 
be established, i . e . , for the purposes of evaluation, the existing 
technical know-how, and the alternative poss ib i l i t ies for applying i t 
in the exploitation of resources, must be taken into considerationo As 
technology varies in the course of time, so too the evaluation of resources 
wi l l be variable, Iji contrast with the permanence of the inventories» 

The evaluation, l ike the inventory, can be prepared on different 
scales and with varying degrees of precision. I f the technology for 
exploiting the resources concerned i s familiar, a preliminary evaluation 
i s usually made concurrently with the inventory. 

I'shen the techniques suitable for the exploitation of a specif ic 
resource in the natural conditions in which i t i s found are not known, 
special research and experimental work must be carried out before an 
evaluation can be made. The findings of the evaluation and the alte 
native techniques applicable are the data that are of interest to 
economists and plann:^g experts. These data enable the inventories to 
be restated in terms of alternative production poss ib i l i t ies , 

/ 2 . I . 3 . Depree of 
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2.1.3. Degree of precision of inv-.ntorie.s 

For the purpose of development planning, inventories of natural 
resources can be classif ied at a number of levels accoruing to the 
prec::-sion "v.dth vhich surveys are made, Spch level suits the 
requirements of one stage in the process of project design, v/hich 
proceeds by successive steps. 

The following levels have been considered: 

( i ) ^Exploratory 

The exploratory survey i s based on the information available 
contained in a docueient prepared by a group of experts vith a minimvim 
of f i e l d controlJ corresponding to a definition of the "potential and 
actual" supplies of natural resources. The survey includes a brief 
description of an area, country or region, indicating i t s main 
geographical characteristics and the current uti l ization of i t s natural 
resources. It i s an inventory >dth a high degree of genera-lization. 
Studies such as these are useful in providing basic ideas for the 
preparation of projects. Their high degree of generalization demands 
adequately curl i i ied professionals and not specialists in a narrow 
f i e ld of learning. As an i l lustration of an exploratory survey's degree 
of precision, i t can be jnentioned that the naps that supplement i t are 
usually drara to the scsle of l : l ,0c0,000 or even smaller, and thus do 
not re'^uire great cartographic precision. 

( i i ) Reconnaissance 

Reconnaissance surveys are carried out in selected areas with a 
vievi to determining their main natural resources in approximate 
quiuntities, so that at the evaluation stage, i t rae.y be possible to 
define the scope of projects properly. Exploratory surveys should be 
used as the starting point to select the areas to be surveyed, -vjhich 
may be river basins, geological formations, po l i t i ca l units, or others, 
jxcording the p?a-ticular purpose of the reconn£'.issance. 

/•Reconnaissance 
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Reconnaissance surveys should be carried out by highly 
experienced pi-ofessionals vho are capable of ta].ving the broad view in 
their vrork, or by interdisciplinary teams, since unsuspected development 
possibil it ies may thus be brought to light that would have remained 
unnoticed by a single specialist in a f ie ld other than that in which ths 
discovery is made. 

Reconnaissance studies have the advantage of singling out, at a 
relatively low cost, the major areas or resources of interest for 
development purposes and thereby indicating v,here more investment 
should be made in studies, if.hereas the areas that hold out no prospects 
for development in the foreseeab3.e future can be discarded and 
unnecessary expenditure avoided. 

As these studies have a scientif ic basis, they are acceptable to 
politicians and have proved to be the most effective means of arousing 
interest in hopeful projects and distracting attention from those that, 
>ihile often imaginative and seemingly fu l l of promise, are based on 
false preLiises. I::- viev- of the influence that reconnaissance studies 
should exert on pol it ical decisions, special care should be taken not 
only in establishing the priorities for the studies themselves but also 
in choosing the teams to carry them out. 

Reconnaissance studies can be prepared more ef f ic ient ly and quickly 
i f small-scale aerial photographs are used (1:40,000 to 1:70,000), and 
greater emphasis i s laid on f ie ld vork than in the case of the 
ei-ploratory studies. 

The surveys are generally accompanied by maps scaled from 1:50,000 
to 1:250,000 from i.hich preliminary road tracings can be made. In 
default of proper maps, uncontrolled mosaics of aerial photographs 
could be used together vith available a.ltimetric data. 

The data to be collected from studies of this kind should be 
sufficient to prepare and assess the preliminary designs of possible 
development projects. 

/ ( i i i ) Semi-detailed 
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( i i i ) Semi-detailed inventories 

I:a order to • ork out pi-e-projects that r i l l serve as a basis for 
technical and economic feas ib i l i ty studies, pertinent natural resources 
should be described and c^uantiiied >ith a fa ir amount of precision, as 
ve i l as their relationships with the constellation of factors and 
applicable technologies. Comments >;ill later be made on the criteria 
that determine how precise the data to be obtained in this kjad of 
study should be. 

flapping scales may range from 1: 5jOOO to 1:25,000 the project. 
Semi-detailed studies need the co-operation of s'-^ecialists in the 

various disciplines, i l th a mucli higher intensity of use of professionals 
and ec.uipment thâ n reconnaissance studies. 

One aspect brought up by seai-detailed studies i s that they often 
create a dema.nd for technological research of an eag^erimental type, vihen 
knovxTi teclinolo^ies are not perfectly adaptable to the conditions iound 
in the project. 

( r / j Detailed studies 

The detailed studies are needed for drafting the f inal project 
design, vhich has to meet certain technical standards for -"vhich more 
precise information i s recmred than in the earlier stages. 

The f inal or executive design is the instrui^ient to be used by the 
engineers as a :,uide in the execution of the project. This phase 
consists largely of surveys, \:ith research v.ork proper taking a minor 
role. 

These studies are not begun until i t has been definitely decided 
to undertake the • project, since they represent a fa i r ly heavy investment 
per physical unit of resource involved and are usually of l i t t l e value 
beyond their particular aim and object. 

2.2. Pro .1 e ct_pha. ses 

'•natural resources develop; lent projects are not T.orked out a l l at 
once but folloving a number of steps in hose succession the engineering 
design v i l l have i ts details g r a d u a l l j r f i l l e d in. 

/This step-by-step 
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This step-by-step approach is the on.ly vray to deal vdth the. 
problems posed by the liniitations in the "actual supply" of natural 
resources and the fact that in order to progress from "potential to 
actual supply", a process of successive approxiinations has to be 
follov;ed, as vras explained earlier. 

The project phases are as follows: 

( i ) Basic idea - project generation 
( i i ) Preliminary design 

( i i i ) Pre-project 
( iv) Final or executive design 
(v) Execution 

(vi) Operation 

The f i r s t three are the pre-invest:?ient phases vrhile the next 
three corre-ioond to the investment i t s e l f . In the foregoing section 
(2.1.3) the meaning of these stp,2es has been explained and the fact 
that each should be preceded by research at the corresnonding level. 

All this process is time consuming and often entails heavy 
investment. The step-by-step approach has the advantage of enabling 
investment decisions to be taken gradually vhile a project is 
crystallizing, and thus making i t possible, v.hen necessary, to change 
the orientation of the research work or even to stop i t , should i t 
emerge from the preliminary appraisal made at the end of the second 
phase that the project ought to be rejected. 

Decision-maliing responsability increases from one phase to the 
next not merely because of the volimie of investment involved but 
because of the expectations brought up by the project. 

2.3 Demand for research 

kention is j;iade in the preceding sections of the correlation 
between the different degrees of precision needed in, the surveys and 
research of natural resources and the various steps in project 
developraent. 

/Reference has 
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Reference has also been made to the existing tendency to impose 
the ideas for project generation in the f i e ld of natural resources 
from the supply approach, and also to the lirx". tat ions of the "actual 
supply". 

It i s up to the planixLng and decision-making system in the 
different countries (in other words to the Goverraient and entrepreneurial 
groups) to decide on the ajnount of investi'ient for research, surveys 
and project development. It i s also their respons^.bility to decide 
i.hether i t i s better to let research generate sponta.neously the 
"Actual supply" --/hich vál l detomine the devele nen'o of projects, 
-as has been done traditionally- or vrhether i t T,;ould not be better 
to adopt a more p. ouuctive procedure, in i^hich demand, as identified 
by the planning and decision-making system i tse l f , x i l l determine the 
generation of projects. The ideas for projects inspired thereby v.ould 
give rise to a demand for natuz-al resources for lihich the research 
machinery Kiust provide the "actual supplies" starting from knoxTi 
"potential supplies", vtoch means that the research system vdl l thus 
act under pressure fron ?. "demand" for research. 

Once the idea of planning has been accepted, the second 
alternative i s the only acceptable one. Research i s considered as an 
econoi:iic activity and, as such, should be planned in tlie l i ' i i t of 
demand and available resov.rces. The point st issue then becoaes hovr 
best to deteri^iins the denand for research. 

2.3.1. Fs^to^^ i ^ t 9 . m i n i n g _ _ d e . f o r research 

^s the amount of information on a particular area or resource 
i s apt to Vary vldely, the concept of "actual su-^ly" i s fa ir ly 
elast ic . It oves i t s e last ic i ty to the fact ths.t surveys can be 
undertaken at different scales, ;i8t sure.ients can be made i-ith a v:lde 
range as to pi'ecÍ3Íon,and statist ics and production functions can be 
detei-.'iined. vdth varying des. rees of re l iab i l i ty . 

All projects impij'- idsks resulting fron micertainties in the 
knowledge of the physical, economic and social factors involved. 

/The present 
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The present document vdll confine i tsel f to discussing the risks that 
arise fi-om physical factors and the econoiuic xi^iplications thereof. 

The operational risks that have their origin in physical factors 
can be divided into txvo groups: f i r s t , the risks of material di;5asters 
resulting, for instance, from structural defects, f loods, drought or 
earthqxiakes, and, second, the risks of failure due to a lower economic 
productivity than that estimated for the project ovdng to- inadequate 
assessment of the relevant natural resources or production functions 
considered in the design. 

Because of their implications as to huraan safety, the f i r s t 
group of risks i s self-evident for those i\tio have to take executive 
decisions, who try to avert such risk& by ensuring that the safety 
standards laid dovm for engineering x-.orks are observed.^ 

Technical standards in c iv i l engineering can be quite easily • 
transferred from one country.to cjiother provided that the necessary 
minor changes are niade to adapt them to local geographical, social and 
economic conditions. 

Pásks that are not directly connected vrith the safety of 
structural works and vhose implications are purely economic have not 
inspired such clear-cut safeguards and i t i s often impossible to 
establish technical standards that are universally acceptable. 

In mining projects, the volume of reserves proven by the studies, 
their location and grade, should be sufficient in quantity and quality 
to guarantee the operation of the project at least until the fixed 
investment has been completely vritten o f f . The executor^s guarantee 
rests on the accuracy of the data used as a basis for preparing the 
project and, in viexr of the vast coinmon fund of knov/ledge that has 

1/ Building codes specify the irdnlnium basic data required to 
transform the design into soimd projects, and their principles 
from part of an engineer's professional training. There are 
specialized organizations that carry but research on the 
subject and establish the relevant technical standards, as, for 
instance, the American Society for Testing Katerif.ls (ASTM). 
Many of the Latin Amei'ican countries also have similar bodies^. 

/been built 
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been built up in this f i e ld , deraa,nd for research is easilj?- determined 
in. relation to mining projects. 

The GoraiAon knox'ledge amassea on X'.-ater resources, hydro-electric 
po\ver and irrigation cen -Iso be utilized; after the necesssry 
adjustuents, at the engineering stage of vrater utilization projects. 

I t i s iiauch harder to transfer standards and experience for 
projects in such branches of activity as farming and forestry. The 
developed coxmtriesj x;here technology has evolved to a higher level , 
a l l l i e north of the 30th parallel and a map v.dll shovr that of the 
20 cdllion sĉ uare lalometers constituing the Latin -̂ :merican region 
barely 3 million in Argentina, Brazil, Chile and iíéxico ( i . e . 15 
per cent) are in the temperate zone. 

In p-.-inciple, i t is -physically possible to transfer to those 
areas technicues of so i l and iorest exploitation, e tc . , that are 
1 idely used in the developed countries i<ith sirailsx conditions. 
The key I'ork is "physical" because physical liiTiitations not only make 
i t difficxilt to tr£,nsfer tecunolofy, but thej'' constitute an irisuperable 
obstacle for over 85 psr cent of the continent. The experience of Africa, 
i^sia and Oceania in comparaule latitudes cs.n be used to some extent 
for tradit- onal export crops such as coffee, o i l seeds and cane sugar. 
Very l i t t l e i s knoi'.n about proo.uction tecni>;ues of staple food crops 
or about so i l f e r t i l i t y and conservation. 

Hence developiaent projects for specific areas, particularly 
those concerned váth the agricu-Ltural sector, itaply a high degree of 
risk and the innumerable failures r-^corded shov that the resources 
and production functions involved in such projects must be investigated 
more thoroughly, as well as the non-technical factors that are so often 
at the root of such failures. 

The second factor determining the accv-racy of the ba,sic data 
required for the preparation of projects involving an economic risk 
i s the marginal value of the natural resources. 

"l.hen the supply of a certain resource is far out of a current 
dem?.nd, opportunity costs of such a resource are said to be zero, or 
very low and that there v.'ill be no penalty involved in giving i t a low 

/productivity use. 
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productive use. Vííth economic development, more intensive use of resources 
will gradually build up a pressxire on those which are in limited supply, 
as i s the case of most natural resources on a medium-term basis. Each 
new \init to be incorporated to the economy, i f given a more productive 
use, v l l l have a. higher value, that is the marginal value of the resources 
wil l increase. If a less productive use is given to such a factor a ; . 
corresponding opportunity cost vdll be entailed. 

A.S the value of resources increases more precision vdll be needed in 
their measurement as error in measurement vdll represent losses 
proportioml to the value. 

Land and vrater can be taken as examples. Land, from i ts use for 
extensive grazixig up to urban use, increases gradually in value, i t s 
surveys and assessments have to be made by more and more precise means 
•which represents increasing expenditures per physical unit of resource, 
(in this case, the area involved). ater an the western slopes of the 
Andes is being .used more and more intensively in irrirration, city supplies 
and generation of hydro-electricity. As the pressure on this resource 
increases available supplies have to be measured -"-ath increasing precision, 
xvhich involves more numerous and more intensive sui*veys. On the other 
hand, in the majority of the'basins of the eastern slope, ivhere the 
opportunity cost of vrater is practically zero, the same ejipenciitures in 
hydrologic study Koiild not be justif ied. 

A third factor to be considered to establish the dema,nd for research 
i s time. Research V'ork means expencdture of. time \jhich in some cases can 
be controlled by the. more, or less intensive-use of resources - hunar and 
equi; ment - or by- the adoption-of more advr.nced technic;ues. Research, in 
Khich time i tse l f i s a fcctor as the biological, climatic and 
hydrological cycles i s less f lexible regardiiig-the possibilities of 
reducing time schedules by mre intense activity. Results are e^ipressed 
as statistics in xAiich time i s one of the independent variables, v'hich 
makes the duration of research or measurements one of the determinants 
of precision. 

/In this type 
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In this type of research that takes a long time, i t i s important 
to observe the correlation eiidsting betvreen the intensity of use of 
resources and the increase in their opportunity cost. In the f i rs t 
stages of developaent a lo>' opportunity cost of resources does not 
demand a high precision in their neasurements. The deciand for research 
is intensified -with economic development as this represents an increase 
in the opportunity cost of resources. As this i s a slow process, the 
research system can adjust gradually to the new conditions as has been 
the case in the more advanced countries, without necessarily constituting 
a limiting factor for development. 

Another important aspect to be taken into account in relation to 
the demand for research is the risk of not achieving desired results. 
A decision to initiate research is res.ched in order to solve a properly 
equated problem through research; the conclusion mas'- be that the 
problem is insoluble under present conditions, or the finding of the 
solution may open nê ' perspectives v/hose ejdstence was unsuspected. 

The nature of research i tse l f makes i t impossible to foresee 
ex-ante what results can be achieved, xoi attempt is made to ininimize 
risks by follovdng the step-by-step approach mentioned before. 

The direct benefits derived from research are related to i t s 
immediate objectire and to the soundness of iirojects. lihen research has 
not succeeded because the desired solution has not been fotmd, investment 
risk has been reduced to zero. ';.'ell-conducted research never fa i l s ; the 
results t . i l l alv;a3''s be positive even i.hen immediate objectives are not 
reached. Past experience has made i t possible to define the risk of 
certain types of develop] lent -vhen based on ail insuii'icient Ijioviedge 
of the factors involved. In the case of specific projects, direct 
benefits can only be assessed in advance by em,:iloying an actuarial 
approach. Benefits can be estimated by tendencies observed in the past. 
Previous research plays the role of an insurance policy -vrhose value can 
be estimted by the entrepreneur. 

Indirect benefits ar the reduction in risks in the development 
of future research and ;;rojects and in the opening of nei; perspectives 

/ f o r development 
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for development by the wealth of experience and knov;ledge accvimulated 
not only in the f i l e s and documents but also and mostly in the brains 
of scientists, technologists and research personnel. Furthermore one has 
to consider the increasing chances for. economic development deriving 
from insight gained of the constellation of resources and their 
inter-relations, vAiich allows a better choice among alternative , 
projects and prevents inconsistencies between conflicting techniques to 
be employed at a certain moment. The final result is, an increase in 
the productivity of the econonQT as a >hole, viiich is. the real social 
benefit of research. 

If research i s considered from the point of view of the safety 
of project development the conclusion is reached that demand for research 
stems basically from a pol i t ical decision: what i s the acceptable risk 
in project development? This decision is highly subjective. To increase 
the chances óf success of projects as far as physical and technical 
factors are involved investments have to be increased in. the form of time 
and other resources for research, which means a delay in execution. In . 
exchange this delay may lead to an increase in risks due to econoniic, 
social and pol it ical factors \<iiich suppose a cost. In this way there are 
time-risk functions which move in opposite directions. If both functions 
could be defined mather/iatically i t wouldn't be d i f f i cu l t to calculate 
the time available for research vihich would correspond to a minimization 
of total ,risk. 

Given the number of unknown variables v;hich have a bearing on 
those functions, a mathematical solution cannot be appliedj even in the. . 
case of the risk of.disaster, the so-called safety coefficients used by 
engineers, on i;hich standards for structural design are based are 
subjective. Vftiether a structure should be built vith a capacity to 
support tvio or four tiiaes the normal load is a pol i t ical decision. 
Engineering limits i tse l f to a definition of cost increases corresponding 
to a certain increase in safety. 

/ 3 . Planning the 
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3• Planning the eigjlqitation of natural resources 

In the introduction of the present docur-ient i t vas stated that 
planniiog specialists should consider the planning of natural resour^-.es 
surveys and research as one of their tools . 

Previous sections have dealt vith the supply of natural resources 
as a product of research, and a definition was given of the factors that 
detennine the demand for research; in addition i t vas shov̂ n that there 
i s a close relationship bet̂ ^een economic planning and the study of 
natural resources. 

One obstacle to planning the exploitation of natural resources i s 
the lack of adjustment beti-een the supply and the deriand for research. 

There are ti/'o groups of professionals, on the one hand the scientists 
who think in terms of supply, and on the other the economic planners vdio 
think in terms of deniEnd; the former have a more ideal ist ic approach, v.hile 
the latter take a more praginatic vievr. If there i s to be an understanding 
betii.een these two groups, a coramon f i e ld of interest must be found in 
vhich they can coiMiiunicate. 

The scientists generally regard their research as an aim and not a 
means. A '¿ood scientist shoiild be a person vith a creative mind motivated 
by the eesthetic satisfaction of transforming chaos into order, and 
scient:".sts often take position conpletely alien to the V'Orlcl outside 
their laboratory vai ls . This divorce from the outside t'orld i s particularly 
found amongst L8.tin ii^áerican scientists trained at universities in the 
more advanced coimtries, vhere the torld seems pleasant in contrast to the 
aggressiveness found in their ot-ti countries: this leads them to seek refuge jn 
research work, \,'hich becomes the center of their l ives . 

The problem of the economists in the planning bureau, is that they 
expect the scientists, i-̂ ho are living in an entirely different -i^orld, to 
be able to provide them vlth the data that they cen hendle ith the 
planning machinery. The economists need to knovr about the resources 
available, the possible combinations of reooiirces, and the reauJLts that 
iiiight be e:5:pected from such combinations. This recuires research by the 
scientists, but the economists cannot say •'/"hat research should be 
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undertaken, or how. If the machinery is to vork well, the scientists, at 
least those in charge of scientific activity, must have a minimum 
knowledge of economics, and the resource economists must have some idea 
of the problems of research. 

k strategy to ensure that the scientists deal f i r s t with those 
problems that econoiidc diagnosis shov/s to be the most important for 
the country's development must be based on taláng advantage of the 
scientist 's eagerness to achieve something new, by transferring his 
interest partly from the purely scienti f ic f ie ld to the f ie ld of 
activities that have a more direct effect on the process of development. 
Generally planners are i • a position to o f fer this alternative v;hich 
would be seducing to many a scientist. 

The way to achieve such direct action by scientists i s through 
specif ic projects, v'hich should constitute the d̂ mamic pole of the váiole 
research systei:!. 

The research projects, demavid for which will be determined by the 
economic development programmes (which l i e in the f i e ld of the economists), 
wi l l build up the priiiiary demand for research. Research aimed at specific 
projects wil l generate a secondary desaand for research directed to solvixig 
the problems identified by the scientists in the actusJ. projects. If the 
process i s l e f t entirely in the hands of the scientist there "vall be an 
inevitable tenaency to extend i t ^ infinit'am, since a true scientist can 
never say that he has reached the end of an investigation - there i s 
always something that needs iinprovement or clarif ication. Betvieen the 
scientist and the person v:ho i s to use the results of the research there 
should be someone capable of judging váiat i s the minimuia level of 
k5.ioviledge necessary for action without undue risk. The pix>fessional who 
budges the gap bétvreen the scientist and the economist i s the engineer 
or technologist, the man of applied science. 

The criteria governing the demand for research, and consequently 
for the allocation of resources for research, \iill be subjectively based 
only as regards the establishment of the degree of risk considered 
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acceptable. Once this degree of risk has been agreed upon, the 
volume of research necessary cen be determined, ss previously-
stated. 

3•1. Co-ordination betv;een planning^ research and execution of projects 

In section 2 mention was made, in relation to pi-ojects for the 
exploitation of natural resources, of the contribution of various 
professionals and institutions at the different stages of v-hat 
constitutes the l i f e of a project, from the br.sic underlying idea to 
the rroduction stage. 

The institutions referred to participate in three systems, 
already referred to : 

( i ) The planninf and decisior- system covers the State agencies 
res;ionsxble for the coxintry's economic development policy, and 
private agencies, 

( i i ) The research system, one part of ,i hich ciay be outside the 
country, includes the in'.titutes, universities and other public 
and private agencies that participate in one forra or another in 
the study research and surveys of natural ncources, and in the 
technological and basic research in the f ields of knô vrledge 
needed for the e^rploitation of natural resources, 

( i i i ) The executive sj'-sten includes the sector of uiblic ana ;.)rivate 
adiaiiiistration responsible for the direct execution of f ie ld 
operation, from the star e of surveying up to the construction 
aud operf.tion oí the projects concerned. 

To provide a general picture of the dynaî J.cs of the complex 
mechanisG of research, planning, decision and execution of natural 
resources developr-ent projects, as covered by the three systems, 
of the relations bstv;een them, and of the sscuence of the studies, 
surveys, evaluation and decisions, up to the stage vhen the projects 
beĵ in to operate, a flowchart (trble l ) is provided as an annex to the 
present document, to Yhich reference v/ill be made, 

/The basic 
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The bRsic ideas for the generation of projects may be defined 
under the research systeus, as the result of nev.' discoveries or of 
exploratory studies, and this will represent a generation of ideas 
through the supply of resources, just as ideas can also originate 
from demands as defined in the planning system. This i s represented 
in block 1, in the column headed "steps in project development". The 
basic idea may be described in a simple document outlining the aims 
of the project, the existing knowledge of resources, and the 
possibilities of exploiting them. This document may originate at 
various levels of the public administration or the private sector. 

The f i r s t stage of economic evaluation is the deterirdnation 
of consistency of idea with the development plans. If the project 
has originated from the demand side, this consistency is more or less 
self evident, but i f the idea comes from the supply side of resources, 
i t may be necessary to incorporate the idea in a long-term 
development plan, since in most cases i t is not possible to pass 
from the basic idea to the execution of a project for the exploitation 
of natural resources vdthin a period short enough to be included in a 
mediiim-tem or short-term plan. 

Once the idea has been f itted into the plans, the research 
system must define a programme of study that will permit the , . 
formulation of a preliminary design as indicated in éection 2.1.3. 
This programme of study has i t s own budget, represented in the 
flowchart by the small triangle on the line numbered 2. Thus we 
arrive at the f i r s t po l i t i ca l decision that v.dll lead to the 
formulation of the project. This decision vdLll result in a demand 
for research, for which the corresponding funds wil l be allocated. 
This is the f i r s t step towards the project for which a Project Unit 
wil l be set up within the executive system. The f i r s t task of the 
unit váll be to undertaiie research and surveys (Step 2 of the research) 
reconnaissance under the guidance of the research system, which v i l l 
analyse and evaluate the resiilts from the scientif ic standpoint (line 
4 on the flowchart). The engineering and economic sector of the 
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project l a l l prepare a preliminar;'- design on the basis of the data 
obtained frou the surveys and research. The de .̂dgn i s passed over 
(line 5) to the planning system, i-here a prelindnary evaluation i s 
made, followed by a second stape of decision. The process follows 
similar lines to those of the f i r s t stage, but, as previously indicated, 
the decisions are more velphtj because of the larger volume of 
investuent needed for leasi'.-ility studies, and the expectations that 
the project i\iay have aroused at these levels . From this point on the 
flowchart i s self-e^olanatory. Attention i s dra^ n here to the secondary 
deiiiand for rese?.rch f,enerf„ted b-" the semi-det?iled studies, vhich cal l 
for iui-bhsr T'ork iron, the renearcn system. 

The -(orllng out of the projects at the feasibi l i ty stage 
re^^uires a defj.as.tion of the tec^noloi'acal aJ-t^rnptives a--plicc"ble in 
the coiKiitions found. The sem-detailed studies define, idth a 
reasonable decree of precision, the equality and c urntity of the natural 
resources xhich o f fer some prospects for exploitation. This is the 
cr-'ucial iioment ioi' deciding on the teciinology to be applied, i/.hich often 
calls for technolo'-'ical research of an rn_nental nnture. For Mining 
projects i t i s often necessai^y to j âke tests iii e^.psri-'.emtal plants 
to determine the best ore-dressing technique. 

Generally speaking in agricidturaJ. projects, even though they 
can define the envircniaental ca'./ditions, the data obtained from the 
studies i-oay not be ade^-uate for J.et;i' ining possible production 
funct.lons, hich t-.III cal l for agronoraic research and experiment. 

Technolo; i ca l research aimed at solving specif ic problems that 
arise during the ._oject studies should be carried out in the f i e ld , 
but •vrith the bacliing of the labor¿ terries and scientists of the 
trad tional research s:--stem. This lork could be financed by the 
projects, 1 hich should pay for solving the technical snd sc ienti f ic 
problems that arise in orking them out. 

The e:xperisnce acquired through the projects, and the training 
of staff and transfer of funds, ; leans an increase in the cf-^acity of 
the research system, pnd this leads to nex discoveries. These in turn 
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encourage the generation of projects, •which are the "market" of the 
research system. The direct contact of the research systera xdth the 
projects permits the operation of this import^nt feed-back mechanism. 

If research is regarded as an economic activity, the systeiaatic 
studies should be C'-insidered as representing an irrecoverable investment 
to expand demand. 

The model presented in the flov;ciiart wil l result in a rational 
planning of the ex;>ioitation of natxiral resoui^ces, t ith the smooth 
collaboration of the three systeus involved, and i.-ill involve an 
exchange of ideas and resources. Its adoption under the conditions 
obtaining in most Latin -.merican countries, in the context of the 
present framev-ork of their systems of research on natural resources, 
and the lack of connexion betv/een the three systems, requires the 
introduction of institutional changes particularly in the research 
system. -

3.2 Co-ordination, of research 
Much needs to be done in the Latin iimerican coui'itries to improve 

the cc-ordination betv/een those vAo carry out long-term research and 
those who do research vork directed tox '̂ards project development. 

The defects in co-ordination are the main reason •'.ihy the systems' 
for research on imtural resources are not usually capable of f;eneratihg 
new projects, or even project studies, o» the scale needed for economic 
development, 

Thus there is a vicii&us c irc le : there are not enough projects for 
the developi'ient of natural resources, because there i s insufficient 
knowledge of those resources; this lack of knowledge is due to the lack 
of institutions equipped to study them on an appropriate scale; the 
institutions are not thus equipped because there are not sufficient 
funds available; the funds are not allocated because there i s no 
effective demand for research, and the demand is lacking because there 
i s insufficient project promotion. 
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If there is no direct connexion betvreen the studies for projects 
and the traditional research system, the feed-back ciechanism referred to 
i s impossible, and this nechanism is the orJ.y one capable of transforming 
the vicious c ircle into a process of vigorous and self-sustaining grovrth. 

In the more advanced countries the machinery for research on 
nr.tural resources developed under pressure from the need for ever more 
detailed information about natural resources, because of the multipljO-ng 
uses for them and the consecuent rise in opportunity costs. This explains, 
for instf.nce, the present great demand for institutions, technicians and 
scientists vhose f i e ld of actio:\ is narrow and deep rather than broad and 
shallow. In the uore advanced countries exploratory and reconnaissance 
studies belong to the past. 

In the more advanced countries the raconnaissance studies were 
undertaken systetiatically, but in most cases were completed in the last 
century, i.h,en there vas not yet any great pressure on natural resources, 
and consequently the studies were conducted on a purely sc ient i f i c basis. 

In the developing countries, on the other hand, because of the 
general lack oí an or- fnized body of knox.'ledge of resources, i t i s nuch 
more d i f f i cu l t to mke a rational choice of areas or resources as the 
basis for semi-detailed and detailed studies for the purpose of working 
out projects, and moreover the situation imposes the use of the latest 
aivonces in science and technology on a basis i/hich has a time lag of at 
least f i f t y years. 

The need to tackle projects oii ihich a pol i t i ca l decision has been 
taken does not 'erait basic studies to cover a lor;g period. 

The result i s x-aat action i s taken siijultaneously over a very broad 
f i e ld , una this leads to the use of two very different procedures. Some 
advocate a study of tho country as a vhole v.ith a vie^' to deterrdning the 
best means of attaining i ts ir.tagrated development, while others, on the 
basis of existing i n f o r n a t i o u , coniine their e f forts to a limited sphere 
in the hope of acJiieving the im.aediate develo;,):aent of a narticular area 
or natural ret^ource. These two piocedures are not alternative î ays of 
achieving the same end; but are t'./o different rays of dealing with the 
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problem of a study of natural resources by those whose immediate goal i s 
not the same. 

The f i r s t method has a long-term aim, and starting from broad 
generalizations, descends gradually to a more detailed level. In 
following this path there must be an appropriate structure of research, 
and some staff vdth long experience and broad vision. As this procedure 
does not yield immediate resuJ.ts, i t i s ¡tauch harder to obtain the 
necessary funds from those v;ho administer the budget, since they are 
interested ¡nainly in investments likely to yield prompt results. 

The resources available for this type of study at the exploratory arid 
reconnaissance leve].s are never sufficient to complete a map of the 
country vithin a reasonable short period by current procedures. Thus, for 
example, geological mapping programnies in many countries may drag on for 
several decades before being corapleted, i f they follow the prevailing rate 
of progress for such vork. The viork progranoiies are usually governed by 
purely geographical criteria, with no consideration for priority areas. 
The maps are made in sections between the parallels, progressing 
systematically from one meridian to the next. 

Althoxigh from the scienti f ic and cartographic standpoint, the 
systeiiia.tic ordering of the basic studies is the right solution and has 
undeniable advantages, from an economic point of vievj i t i s inappropriate 
because the frequency with which areas of importance for economic 
development are dealt ^ t h is entirely a matter of chance. 

The scientists responsible for the systematic studies should 
maintain the closest contact with the planners in order to introduce 
changes in the pi'inciple governing progress in the study so that the 
resources available are devoted to those areas that o f fer the best 
prospects for development in accordance lidth the step bs?" step procedure 
described in section 2.1.3. 

The second procedure, with the short-term approach, results from 
the pressure exerted by those who need basic data for immediate use in 
the execution of projects. This pressure usually goes hand in hand with 
the financial funds for the execution of the studies, and since the data 
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are alvrays needed in a great hurry, the studies are often contracted out 
to private international groups which use the iiost advanced techniques. 
These studies are generally not linked up vdth the traditional research 
system, >iiich makes i t d i f f i cu l t for that system to benefit from the 
indirect results of the studies. 

The an£.lytical l ork and the compilation of the reports are carried 
out abroad in the of f ices of the contractors. Those conducting this 
type of research project are not really concerned ^ath training senior 
staff in the country concerned, and thus one of the most iiaportant 
benefits of the research are lost . The technicians \.ho particii^ate in 
the analysis of the reiults and coapile the reports are thereby trained 
to work out futtire projects, and i f no ef fort is tnade to train na.tional 
technicians on actual projects the country's public administration \'d.ll never 
be in a position to foniulate s'o.ite,\.le policies in the f ie ld of research. 

In the research projects on natural resources spon'iored by the 
United Nations ¿Special Fiind there i s concern for the training of national 
staff and the improveaent of research institutions. As long as there is 
no machinery in the countrj'- capable of follovdng up the vork and 
benefitting from the experience acruired on a project, i ts only legacy is 
a report and a group of frustrated technicians i ho in riany cases leave 
the countrji" to vrork in some other place . here there are 'i-ore favourable 
conditions for their professional activities. 

The planning alendes v.dll no be able to rely on a steady floT-' of 
data on natural resources and on the technology needed for vforldng out 
development programmes and projects, i f the authorities do not take the 
trouble to organize institutions capable of meeting the demand of the 
planners. 

Research on natural resources must be conducted on a continous 
basis, so that the level of knov.dedge increases both in extent and in 
depth. Even the more developed countries, v.rhose territory has been fully 
exploited for many generations, cannot dispense :dth these studies. 
Furthermore, i t i s impossible to ir.iport this sort of knovledge, because 
of the special features of each area. 
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Latin America has a great human and creative potential and 
conditions that •vri.ll pemit the utilization of this potential for the 
conHxion good should be created. 

COnCLUSIONS! 
In conclusion, in order that a country should make more effective 

use of i t s potential in natural resources for economic development, i t s 
natural resource research system should be reorganized so that i t can 
carry out the following activit ies : 
(a) in. a central Bureau connected directly vdth the planning and 

decisions system i t should plan, prepare and co-ordinate natural 
resource research projects in the countryj 

(b) operate e f f i c ient ly vrith a lirüited number of high level scientists 
and technologists] 

(c) use a high proportion of unedaquately qualified scientists and 
technologists in stich conditions that in service training wil l be 
fostered, as v/ell as special courses and fellowships. 

(d) meet the requirements of intensive research on specific projects 
to the benefit of systematic studiesj 

(e) use efficientl; '- costly installations, equipment and instruments; 
( f ) reduce the cost of f ie ld vrork by co-ordinating and integrating 

interdisciplinary studies; 
(g) use modern methods of data processing, analysis and publication. 
(h) incorporate into i t ' s assets, on a permanent basis, the contribution 

of international technical assistance. 

Action in the f ie ld of natural reso'urces development should take 
into account the follovdng considerations: 
1. Research is an economic activity; 
2. Projects are the "market" of the research sĵ -stem; 
3. Systematic studies are a long term effort of the research system 

to increase i t s "market" and of the planning and decision system 
to base their economic development project plans on a sounder 
basis; 
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4. Biceci.tive syatems should define correlations betT'een q-ualities of 
basic d^ta to be obtained by research and the soundness of 
develo;.)iflent pro J ects j 

5. The pl&nners s.¡ould establish priority criteria for project 
developraent and the demand for natural reooui^ces that sould lead 
to the generation of projects) 

6. jidministrators should define acceptable risks for the decisions 
taken in each stage of project develonnent, allocating necessary 
funds so that the research system can raake the necessary studies 
that v i l l allow projects to be designed, executed ana operated 
vlthout undue risks. 
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